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Background: Illuminated Economic Solutions has illuminated the
darkness around the idea that one might wish to consciously embark on a
long pathway which promotes a clean environment for the ones who elect
for the clean environment and the existing environment if one elects to
have a less positive environment as the: future arises; past sets; and
present forms.
Perhaps one might enable this as a forewarning to the future
humans from the past life and immediately share the illumination of
the darkness with the future in the present. The children are the
future and ignorant children with no light will perhaps find darkness
in place of bliss.
Perhaps one might argue that Toxemia is the root cause of all
diseases and Toxemia has many sources; however one is Hypertension or
high blood pressure. Hypertension can result from a negative
environment. However, many humans are simply not aware or lack the
knowledge of the fact that there are a whole list of negative
environmental sources to all or most diseases; not to be confused with a
cure. There will never be a cure for a negative environment that is not
being shifted to a positive environment and a positive environment is
not to be confused with a total cure. One may argue that a continuous
battle to survive all or most diseases will never end as additional
light is being shed and absorbed via knowledge. Knowledge is most
certainly power and ignorance surrounded by darkness is never visible
nor a bliss. Perhaps one should warn the youth to save the future, in
the present, as time passes.
Toxemia is the prime cause of cancerous cellular growth. The
cancerous cells grow without the need of oxygen and oxygen deprived
cells become cancerous after deprivation of oxygen levels reach that of
approximately 33% or greater. High levels of oxygen perhaps will
deprive the cancerous cells as the cancerous cells required a loss of
oxygen greater than 33%.
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Hypertension can also result from a negative environment, such as:
chemicals (air, food, water); heavy metals; kidney disease; sugars (all
types); radiation; and more. The reason why one may be confused as to the
one root cause to Hypertension is simply due to the fact that there are
more than one root cause; naturally as one illuminates the darkness of
the negative environment with the power of God and knowledge shared
from God to guide one further away from the negative environmental
factors and closer toward the positive.
Electricity exposure as electricity equals radiation and radiation
equals electricity can cause Hypertension.
One must contain the diet and the lifestyle (total environment). One
must contain the sugar intake to a low-sugar diet.
Diuretics can be a real lifesaver when applied to Hypertension
(high blood pressure). Natural plant-based blood purifiers and diuretics
may be some of many solutions that lead further from the negative
environment and closer toward the positive. (diuretics)
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Future direction:
the solution…

...long-term focus of the overall future direction of
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Results: Perhaps one might consciously elect to illuminate the youth
with knowledge of future problems and recruit the ones who elect to
save the future by supporting a positive clean environment.
Understanding how a negative environment can lead to all or most
diseases via Hypertension (high blood pressure) and how Hypertension
has many sources is perhaps one of the most important aspects of the
illumination of knowledge.
Toxemia can cause Hypertension and Hypertension can cause Toxemia.
One may argue if one is to appear, there is a significant chance the
other shall illuminate as well; almost simultaneous.
[...This is a work in progress or draft copy… Please return in the
future to see future versions...]
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